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JVM offers solutions that take into account your local situation.

JV-45RDC10 is a rotary type tablet packager 
with OCS interface feature.

 JV-45RDC
Semi-Automatic Tablet Packager
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Model JV-45RDC

Dimensions (W*D*H) 550(W1)*540*490(H1)㎜
*Dimensions with Laptop holder : 1,005(W2)*540*690(H2)㎜

Weight about 48㎏

Number of cells 45

Machine Speed MAX. 60Pouch/min

Pouch size(W*H) 70*75㎜

Control system Laptop Serial communication

Power consumption 500W

Power Supply 100-240V~, 50/60㎐

Operation
Temperature/Humidity 0~40℃, 10~80%

Printing system Thermal transfer system



Prescription data transfer system (OCS)

Customized Print Layout

Easy Ribbon Replacement

LED Lighted Cells

Easy Paper Replacement - Instant Sealing

Convenient Cleaning

Server program (OnCube) receives prescription data in OCS 
form. PC connected to JV-45RDC10 displays the order list 
before dispensing. With the interface feature that 45RDC10 
presents, users can effectively manage patient information 
and medication information. 

Information can be customized and be printed on each pouch. 
Patient information and medicine information, including shape, 
color, quantity, expiry date, lot number, and the barcode, can 
be printed. Preferred language could be selected and 
modified on the print layout.

Users can easily replace print ribbon roll with its detacha-
ble cartridge. 

LED lighted cells allow users to easily identify and locate 
where they need to place medication. 

When the user replaces a paper roll, the previous roll can 
be instantly attached to the new roll. 

Medicine collecting hopper can be easily detached for 
cleaning and maintenance.

Total Safety Solution for the Pharmacy
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